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1929to 1933. If, however, the figures of her external trade are adjusted
according to the movement of Japanese wholesale prices, there
appears to have been an increase of about 16 per cent, in the volume
both of imports and of exports between 1932 and 1933—at a time,
of course, when world trade as a whole was still stagnant. Obviously
the low prices of Japanese articles were the heart of the trouble.
Cotton textiles formed a large part of the increased exports, but
many other manufactures were being sent in growing quantities to
markets all over the World. Almost every industrial country, whether
its tariffs were high or low, raised some complaint against Japanese
competition. The Union of South Africa, in August 1933, imposed
special anti-dumping duties, on a penal scale, against certain classes
of Japanese goods, including men's and boys' hats, bottles and jars,
and matches. In Germany, Japanese cloth was being sold at little
over half local prices. Grey cloth was said to be offered by Japan in
Norway at prices covering only the cost of yarn when imported
from Lancashire. In Jugoslavia there was a demand for protection
against Japanese 'dumping'. Japanese prices for many articles sold
in the Belgian Congo were reported to be 30 to £o per cent, below
Belgian prices. Imports from Japan into 'Iraq rose from £98,000
in 1930-1 to £425,000 in 1932-3. In Great Britain, newspapers
published lists of extraordinarily cheap articles of Japanese origin
displayed for sale—men's socks at 3d. and 4d. a pair, khaki shirts
at a wholesale price of 225. 6d. a dozen, or a set of toy soldiers at 6d.,
actually with 'a tent flying the Union Jack'.
What fierceness of fire did this smoke betray? Among many
popular explanations of the Japanese assault on world commerce,
one of the most plausible was the depreciation of the yen, which
furnished Japan with the means of so-called 'exchange dumping'.
Certainly when Japan abandoned the gold standard in December
1931, after less than two years' painful trial, she enjoyed an extra-
ordinary advantage, in that large stocks of raw materials had been
imported cheaply when the exchange value of the yen had been high,
whereas her exports now fetched a much better price expressed in
yen. When those stocks were exhausted, however, Japanese costs,
in the way of raw cotton and other imported materials, were inflated
by the depreciation of the yen as much as were the prices of her
finished products. Internal costs like wages did not rise propor-
tionately, since Japan was largely self-supporting in the necessities
of life, which could not rise in price without an immediate reaction
on the wage-standard. Yet if there had been any prolonged under-
valuation of the yen, it would presumably have displayed itself in a

